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THE WOOSTER VOICE
Volume CIV
Wooster Symphony and
Johnson in last concert
The Wooster Symphony Orches-
tra, under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg, will present its final
concert of the 87-8- 8 season Fri-
day, Apr. 29 at 7:30 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. Featured in this
performance will be tenor Robert
Johnson, who is currently com-
pleting his first year as assistant
professor of music at the College.
Johnson will perform Six Songs
for Tenor and Orchestra by Henri
Duparc.
Johnson has performed leading
roles with numerous professional
opera companies including the
New York City Opera, Chicago
Lyric Opera, San Francisco Opera
and the Houston Grand Opera. He
.-t- ats appeared as soloist with the
Chicago Symphony, New York
Philharmonic, Boston Symphony,
Cleveland Orchestra and the De-
troit Symphony, and has per-
formed with such world --renowned
conductors as Sir Georg Solli,
Carlo Maria Giulini, Daniel Baren--
Computer stolen in
Little Mac attack
by YALMAN ONARAN
The Macintosh computer in the
computer room of Bissman Hall
was stolen during the weekend.
College security has reported that
no suspects have been identified.
The incident happened between
9 p.m. on Saturday, April 23,
when a student saw the computer
: for the last time in its place, and
k 7:30 pjn. on Sunday, April 24,
when someone who went to use it
saw that it was gone. The chain
boim, Pierre Boulcz and John
Pritchard.
The concert will begin with the
overture to Mozart's opera "Don
Giovanni." Following the Duparc
songs the orchestra will perform
Symphony No. 9 in E minor, op.
95 ("From the New World") by
Antonin Dvorak. Written in
1894. the "New World" Sympho-
ny is indebted to the folk music
of the United Stales and Dvorak's
native Czechoslovakia. Through-
out the work the influence of
black spirituals and Indian folk
songs can be discerned, but all of
the material is original.
As Dvorak himself put it, "It is
this spirit which I have .tried to
reproduce in my new symphony.
I have not actually used any of the
melodies.
There is a $4 general admission
charge for this concert. College
of Wooster staff and students are
admitted free of charge.
which ties the computer and the
second diskdrive to the table in
the computer room was cut before
removal.
Jim Foster in Security said that
the chain could be cut by a small
pair of side cutters and that the
theft didn't have to be profession-
al. "The chains on the computers
in the dorms just keep us honest.
Continued on page 9
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In This Issue... ; I
'This could be the last time";:.Guess
what it is. We've got year-en- d wrap-up- s,
the gruntings of a Himalayan Yeti, a review
of The Seventh Sign, Van Cleave, Kerlin and
Robinson appointed Editors, Fowler's final
fling, softball, track,baseball and a bunch o'
. pitchers. , V , j
thanx a whole lot for your support
over the year!!
Published by the Students of the College of Wooster
April 29, 1988
H -
Led by an enthusiastic drum corps, members, of the class of 1988 parade first to Icfc's,
then out Into the world as Wooster bids them goodbye. Good luck to all of them.
Three editors announced
by JONATHAN BARCLAY
This month the Publications
Committee announced its selec-
tions for the 1988-8- 9 editors for
The Wooster Voice and the Index.
Sophomore William Van Cleave
(Louisville, Kentucky) will take
charge of the newspaper begin-
ning next fall, and editors for the
yearbook are first year students
Laurie Kerlin (Ferndale, Michigan)
and Ken Robinson (Hanover, New
Hampshire).
Van Cleave has served as Copy;
Editor for the Voice since the be-
ginning of this semester, and has
written articles and been involved
in production of the paper. Kerlin
currently serves as Photo Editor
for the Index and Robinson is the
Layout Editor.
All the editors submitted appli-
cations earlier this spring to the
Publications Committee, a faculty
committee which oversees . the
progress and funding of the Voice
and Index. The committee is
chaired this year by Deborah Hil-t- y.
Van Cleave was selected from
a pool of three applicants, while
Robinson and Kerlin submitted
the only Index editor application.
v Cciffl ' 'rr V
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The Index has had a shaky past
for four years, and sometimes its
publication seemed unlikely. This
year, however, the production is
on schedule and the book will be
distributed in September.
This year's Index editor Mamie
Soficld says, "I hope Wooster will
never have another year when the
existence of the yearbook is in
question. Laurie and Ken are both
diligent and creative; they work
very well together."
Robinson is planning to major
in English and is considering a
double major with psychology.
He says, "I hope to continue the
progress that was made on the In-
dex this year. Next year's book
will be United under a theme which
we will have announced by the
time students arrive next fall."
Kerlin is also a first year stu-
dent and an art major. In addition
to her yearbook duties, she teach-
es fifth and sixth grade Sunday
School for the Westminster con-
gregation at McCaw. " I want to
be co-edit- or of the yearbook be-
cause I think we can create a bet-
ter yearbook and work to build a
Number 27- -
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more positive image of the year-
book for the students of this cam-
pus. Ken and I already have
sense of how to put the yearbook
together. " ' -
Continued on page 9
Memorial
Memorial services for Dr. Ralph
W. Schreiber will be Saturday,
April 30 at 3 p.m. in McCaw
Chapel..
Dr. Schreiber died March 29 at
his residence in Culver City, CA.
Many students know his parents,
Claire Adel Schreiber, who worked
at the College's nursery school for
29 years, and William Schreiber,
who is an Emeritus Life Professor
of German.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Fund for Ornithologi
cal Research, Los Angeles County
Natural History Museum, 900- - Ex
position Blvd., Los Angeles Cali
fornia 90007 or the Biology De
partment at the College. .
--4
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Letters to the Editors
Homophobia
Dear Editors.
Since I arrived on The College
of Wooster campus, I have been
getting more and more concerned
about the levels of homophobia
and chauvenism I have seen. Last
week I had the unpleasant experi-
ence of overhearing a conversa-
tion between two men regarding
the announcement in the Potpourri
for Gays and Lesbians and friends
of Gays and Lesbians. They were
ridiculing the GayLesbian Sup-
port Group, and appeared to have
little or no understanding of the
purpose of the group and referred
to it as a venue where "fags and
dykes" could make illicit liasons.
As another example, I recall that
during a scene during the film
"Deathtrap." when Cliff and Syd-
ney kiss, the entire audience of
"educated, mature" college students
broke into nervous tittering. I
feel sure that everyone can think
of many more examples of this
sort of unenlightened homophobia
on campus.
These sorts of attitudes are not
limited to homosexuals. I have ,
heard the same sorts of Neander-
thal comments made about the
Women's Resource Center and
feminism in general, about blacks
and black organizations, and so
on. I heard a comment in Lowry
the other day to the effect that I
don't understand what these girls
are fussing about. They have it
so good anyway. They can sit at
home while their husbands go out
and earn money." How totally ig
norant of the real issues and prob-
lems facing women, which I won't
even try to go into here. If I had
a dollar for every derisive com-
ment I heard about Adrienne Rich
during her visit. I could pay my
(astronomical) tuition for next
year.
The College of Wooster promis-
es us a liberal education." I sub-
mit that until the students at the
College are educated about vital
issues such as these, we cannot
truly call our education "liberal."
A mind which is closed to the
rights of others cannot be either
"liberal" or "educated."
John Dallas
Lack of Coverage
Dear Editors:
We are writing in reference to
the coverage, or lack thereof, the
Women's tennis team has received
this season. The Wooster Voice
is a publication dedicated to equal
representation of athletic teams at
the College, and we are concerned
that we have not received appro-
priate attention.
We understand that The Voice
may be understaffed, but why is it
that some teams receive complete
coverage every week while others
receive none at all? This lack of
attention is unfair. We would
have been more than willing to
write our own article had we been
asked. We hope that by bringing
this to your attention, teams with
a record of 12-- 4. such as ours, as
well as all other teams at the Col- -
T - (V
4
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THE WOOSTER VOICE-- .
Final Thoughts
by GRAHAM RAYMAN J
I was thinking the other day about how much the
college has changed and how much it has stayed the
same since I got here in Joe Oliver's car one day in
late August. In general, this school is vastly im-
proved from from those days. Its physicel and structu-
ral areas are better. The restoration cf Scovel and Tay-
lor was needed and appreciated, and the new music cen
ter is very nice. Academic computing services has
done a good job, with the help of an anonymous don-
or. The Macintosh, thought-assembl- y line is great, as
any procrastinator will attest. And it is the mark of a
good school that the students complain most about en-
tertainment. In fact, there are three things that students
will always bitch about: how boring it is, the footf
and the school newspaper. It's not a college if this is
not happening. If these are the only things, then the
administration is doing a Rood job. Students also
bitch about the quality of education. But let's face it.
they prepare you pretty well here. IS alone will make
Master's Theses a piece of cake.
A scary part of this improvement is that the school
is losing sight of its roots. With Gault's philosophy
of "college as business," the more aesthetic, cerebral,
abstract ideas are getting lost in the shuffle of statis
tics, construction and money-gatherin- g. Examples of
this include the new music center, and more important-
ly the increasing amount of students from wealthy fam
ilies. They are good kids, but they represent a
changed philosphy in recruiting. In other words, get
as many rich kids, who will pay full price, here as you
can. Perhaps this is too harsh, but the signs are ap
parent to any upperclassperson. A college can never
be a business because education is not cement. It is
not a product and you can't push it like vinyl toilet-se- at
covers. We are not in the business of manufac-
turing students. Let's keep that in mind. Many sen
iors were average or below-averag- e students in high
school, from middle-low- er class families. They never
would have gotten the chance to go here under the cur-
rent philosophy, because their grades weren't high
lege, regardless of their records,
will receive recognition in The
Wooster Voice.
The Women's Tennis Team
W .AM )
.
Happy summer from the The Wooster Voice staff.
Exeunt
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Editorial
enough to meet statistical requirements, and they had
too much financial need. I remember getting turned
down at Denison of all places because I did not have
the grades or the money. The thing is that many of the
students let in here without high marks often become
excellent students in college. We must continue to
Hive these types of people a shot, and not become
blinded by the pages of Barron's Guide to Colleges and
Universities. We must strike a balance between im-
proving the college, and tunniHg-i- t more efficiently,
and caring for the kids 'meI5se1vesjJW college must
continue to be responsive to the kids because they are
more important than fund-raisin- g. Tarings, construction
etc.
By the way, isn't it time that first-ye- ar advisors start
giving a little more attention to their "naive" charges?
Throughout my four years, I have heard complaints
from students that their advisor did not know what was
going on, or didn't care. The advisor is there to help
students make choices that will effect the rest of their
college career. Folks, do a better job of informing and
suggesting alternatives to the student.
When this paper is put out, there will only be eight
days left. Then I will throw my stuff into a car and
leave. It is" ironic that for the next ten years, my main
source of interaction with the college will be loan pay-men- u.
Somehow, though, it will all have been worth
it.
A final note to seniors. First, take an hour alone,
and go over the four years, and remember. Remember
cold days and warm days, days of elation, days of de-
pression, voices, the smell of the grass, the turning
hands on your neighbor's watch and the all the great
and regrettable things you did. Take stock. Then get
a small group of friends together and talk about it. Al-
low yourself to get sentimental, to philosophize, work
through the days (even though they may seem like a
daze). Be concious of your past. Second, take gradua
tion straight. You don't want to remember that on the
day of the biggest turning point in your life, you were
drunk.
Doug Fowler
Doug Cannon
Elizabeth Walsh
Paul Jacobus
Yalman Onaran
Published weekly during the academic year except during vacation and examination period by
the College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio. Th Wootur Voict welcome all typed, doublo-ipace- d,
cgned leuer to the editor which do not exceed one and a half page. Letter must be re-
ceived by 6.00 pm. each Wednesday before publication. The editor reserve the right to edit all
submission.
- All correspondence may be addressed to The Editors, Tkt WoatUr Vote. C--3 1 87. The Col-
lege of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 44691. C216) 263-200- 0. ext 2757.
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The Year
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
"Well, here it it, the year is over
end it's time to. review that great
and unwieldy 30 or so weeks (for
some 32) that we call the college
experience. The source for this
undertaking is the Voice, so for-
give me if I, have missed some
earth-shaki- ng event that you were
part of.
Semester I:
It all started with 598 trampling
first-ye- ar feet, one of the largest
classes ever. The class was her-
alded as having some of the best
academic credentials of any class
so far. The total student popula-
tion was at 1,729. But don't wor-
ry, administrators and trustees
hope to keep it at or around that
level; at least until ' we get a
couple of new dormitories. Stan-
ley Gault, CEO of Rubbermaid,
Inc., was elected chair of the
Board of Trustees, and brought his
"college as a business" philoso-
phy to the governing body. Beer
returned to Ichabod's after its one-ye- ar
hiatus. The first-ye- ar stu-
dents were immediately immersed
in the First Year Seminar, titled
"Human Nature, Human Choices."
They were treated to speeches by
such luminaries as paleontologist
pundit Stephen Jay Gould, Dr. Al-v- in
Poussaint and Gloria Steinem,
editor of Ms. magazine.
.
28 new
faculty members were hired. The
school also moved to enlarge
housing space by purchasing the
Kennedy apartments, and Iceman,
Bryan and Reed houses. We also
got 32 new Macintoshes and a
whole new room to put them in.
Scheide Music Center opened
with the operatic sounds of
Wooster graduate Erie Mills, and
there was much rejoicing.
On the literary side, two publi-
cations were brought out of the
The year
by PER LINDSTROM
It was a pretty violent year in
world news. The Iran-Ira- q war
continued into infinity, as the two
countries appeared to enjoy kill-
ing each other more and more.
There were riots and demonstra-
tions in South Korea, as the op-
position finally gained some con-
cessions from the intransigent
government. North Korea de-
manded more of an active role in
hosting the summer games, and
threatened to attack if they did not
get what they wanted. Black min-
ers struck in South Africa. Israeli
bombers attacked Palestinian po-
sitions, while the Arab uprising
continued. Spain ordered the US
to remove all its military bases.
Libya and Chad fought, with help
from Soviet. American and French
equipment, money and spare
.
parts. ,
-end wrap
dungeon of closure: The Index
and The Wooster Review. Mamie
Sofield put together a crack staff
far The Index, while new profes-
sor of English, Steven Moore add-
ed a new slant to The Review, in
Michael Allen's absence. A third
publication. The Underground Re--
view, saw its first issue hit the
stands, as did Freshman File, edit-
ed by paleobotanistypundit Dave
Albin. Professors Beckwith, Bell,
Hustwit, Stewart. Gaus and Clare-so-n
were published.
This was the year when tie-dy- e
shirts became computer designed,
as senior Bill Geddes' article so
aptly pointed out.
ECOS added a focus on rainfo-
rests to their other projects,
which included water-conservatio- n,
periodic movies, a
rafting trip and paper and alumi-
num recycling. SCN sponsored
various protests, fasts and lec-
tures, including South Africa day
and the day the CIA came to town.
Pearl street neighbors protested
college students (shudder) living
next door. There was a new park-
ing policy installed. And next
year, the kids will be able to have
individual telephones installed in
their rooms, courtesy of the Trus-
tees and SGA.
We had Choices Week, the Sev-
en O'Clock series. Wellness
Awareness week and a Festival of
Faith and the Arts. We also saw
Women's week, and a host of in-
ternational weeks.
Towards the end of November,
the goalposts were bent into odd
shapes, and then salvaged in time
for Homecoming weekend. And
out at Bacchanalia, some Denison
folks went on a rampage, but no
one was seriously hurt. The same
weekend saw a bunch of broken
in world
Reagan criticized the Arias Peace
Plan, while Angola proposed re-
duction of Cuban troops. The US
and the USSR made steps toward a
friendlier orientation with sum-
mits and communication pacts.
South African-backe- d UNITA re-
bels destabilized Angola. Rudolf
Hess commited suicide in Spandau,
and John Demjanjuk was found
guilty of war crimes in an Israeli
court.
Bork was denied a job on the
Supreme Court, and Ginsberg ad-
mitted to smoking marijuana. The
US pledged aid to Poland. Reagan
questioned the effectiveness of
sanctions on South Africa and de-
manded more from the Sandanis-ta- s.
Meanwhile Arias got the
Nobel Peace Prize, and Ortega's
government declared a unilateral
cease-fir- e. Ortega also proposed
-up in campus news
windows as well. In fact, this
year has had quite a few strange
incidents, seemingly more than
. normal, including thefts in Dou-
glass and Compton. Free-
standing sculptures were vandal-
ized as well, except for the one in
Lowry which just fell over.
Freedlander theater and Shoolroy
hosted some spectacular shows,
including "Ah Wilderness," the
Black Arts Festival ("Blues For
Mr. Charlie"), several dance con-
certs, "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum" "A
Peasant of El Salvador," "Transit,"
Figge playing "Darrow" and may
more. The Wooster Choral Union
began its first year. In a high
point, violinist extrordinaire Nad-j- a
Salerno-Sonnenbe- rg performed
in McGaw.
The Greek Life Association was
formed. The Dean's office
changed the party contract policy,
and the Registrar's office re-
vamped the registration process.
The Crandalls donated funds to the
Wayne County children's center,
and program houses continued
their good works out at Boy's Vil-
lage, with- - the American Red
Cross, with the Big BrothersBig
Sisters institutions, and promot-
ing safe sex.
One of the bigger controversies
happened with the Shearer House
interacial dating program. WCWS
put new music DJs on probation,
after a few illicit songs were
played. And Brian Lamb wondered
why there were no more contro-
versies.
Semester II:
The semester opened with the
International Festival, sponsored
by ISA, and including Latin Amer-
ica Day, Mediterranean Day and so
on. Next, the school braced itself
and int'l
- talks with Reagan.
Tesse Jackson entered the presi-
dential campaign and is still neck
and neck with Dukakis for the
nomination. The stock market
dropped 22.6 in November, and
US attacked Iranian oil platforms,
after being provoked while pro-
tecting tanker shipping lanes.
Deng Xiaoping retired from the
Chinese government. There was
more violence in Haiti. Mikhail
Gorbachev gave an interview to
NBC.
Aborigines protested the 200th
anniversary of white settlement in
Australia. The Reagan administra-
tion requested $36.23 million for
the Contras.
In the democratic presidential
race. Bush and Simon were in jeo-
pardy after Iowa. Bush regrouped
and will be the winner for the re
for the Winter Olympics, in which
Debi Thomas and Katarina Win
battled it out in the grueling jello-snarfi- ng
competition. President
Copeland made a sojourn over to
Lowry to meet with SGA, . and
spoke with the organization about
the distinction between leadership
and management. Al Van Wie was
named NCAA Division III vice
president. And the OATs con tin-u- ed
their "Safe Ride" program.
In a big move, the Trustees and
the Buildings and Grounds com-
mittee of the College hired archi-
tects for a new dorm. Proposed
sites include Galpin Park. The
Henry Luce foundation funded the
Leadership seminar.
In music, pianist Brian Dykstra
performed Ravel. Cathy Rigby
McCoy visited, and spoke about
eating disorders. Professors
George Galster and Mark Weaver
decimated student opposition in a
debate on the American media.
Meanwhile, three Woo debaters
went to nationals. SCN changed
their name to Students for Peace
Through Action. And the Betas
got really upset at a Voice cross-
word puzzle.
Andrews library had overcrowd-
ing problems. LeAnne Zimman
and Kae Zulager were elected co-cha- irs
of SAB. Roy Engle's let-
ter about critical dunking raised a
furor, and garnered the record re-- .
ponse (5) in the Letters to the Ed-
itors. SPA fasted for peace.
The SGA allocation committee
made waves when it cancelled the
funding of several groups, over
implementation of new rules. The
burglaries continued, as Holden,
Compton and Douglass were hit.
Joe Williams came to Woo, per-
forming with a big band from
Chicago. And the tuition increas
news
publicans, while Simon stopped
campaigning but held onto his
delegates, US envoys went to Is--.
rael to discuss a peace plan. The
gang situation in L.A. was getting
out of hand; no doubt helped by
the release of "Colors," a new
Dennis Hopper film, shot in the
same neighborhoods
.
where the
killing was going on. South Afri-
can blacks continued their rent
boycott, despite threats of forced
eviction. Meanwhile, the S.A.
government invoked emergency
censorship laws and shut down a
lewspapcr. The US reacted to the
:ituation in Panama with econom-- c
sanctions. The Soviets quelled
n uprising in Armenia with mili-
tary force. Congress ovended a
Reagan veto of civil rights legis-
lation. And more US troops were
sent to Honduras for "manuevers."
es over the past several years were
explained. Wooster is not alone
among colleges in increase by
any means. - A forum about the
legacies of slavery was held. 'The
Admissions office said they would
aim for first-ye-ar class of 490 to
relieve housing problems. . Ken
- Goings and Maryann Brink, pro-
fessors of history, are leaving for
Rhodes college and William and
Mary University repectively.
The English department moved
to revise its curriculum. The
moves included elimination of the
core studies requirement and the
100 level series, and the addition
of a "Language, Literature and Cul-
ture" requirement. The first IS fest
was a huge success. .
In the swimsuit issue, the stu-
dents went on campus rampage,
and we made a lot of jokes that no
one laughed at. Campus housing
decisions were made. Joining the
kingdom of small program houses
include the Arts house. Shanti
and Circle K. Yabnan Onaran was
elected president of ISA.
The intruder who had been steal-
ing from rooms in Douglass and
" m MM.1it U. bimwl
out not to be a student. The
"Take Back the Night" march was
a great success, and the adminis-
tration finally released statistics
. on rape to members of the WRC.
Adrienne Rich lectured and read poe-
try, as part of the celebration of
10 years of Women's Studies at
the College. And the College rec-
ognized forty vears of Indenendeni
Study. And Josh McKain kept us
informed of his trek across the
Appalachians. ISA marathon-dance- d
for hunger. Whew!
CnUISS CI2IP3
NOW HIRING UF
Summer ft Career Opportunmee
(WM Train). Excellent pay pk
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas.
Caribbean, etc. CALL 83071
.TSaUOTTB BTzt. Mfj
A GREAT PLACE
TO SHOP
GROCERIES
RESTAURANT
PHARMACY
PIZZA CARRY-OU- T
OPEN TIL 9 p.m. DAILY
SUN. 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Newsweek on Campus shuts down the presses
by J. M. RUBIN
(CPS) Newsweek On Campus,
one of the biggest college news-
paper "inserts" in the country,
last week announced that it would
soon stop publishing while Cam-
pus Voice, probably the slickest
magazine aimed at college stu-
dents, said April 13 it will trans-
form itself into a wall poster.
The changes, some observers
said, might help the finances of
student newspapers because the
"inserts" - - so-call- ed because they
are printed and published else-
where, and shipped to campus,
where they're literally inserted
into the student papers- - --often car-
ried lucrative ads that otherwise
might have been in campus publi-
cations.
"National advertising lineage in
college papers is down to less
than 50 percent of what we got
3-- 4 years ago." reports Dave Ad-
ams, president of the College Me-
dia Advisors and faculty to the
--londayl'liolinllTIiel louies
with
Sabol
by KATHY SABOL AND DOUG
The Seventh Sign , which drama-
tizes the apocalypse, stars Dcmr
Moore, a pregnant woman who
must find a way to save her un-
born child and the world from
God's wrath. The film also stars
Michael Bichn (terminator. Ali-
ens) as Moore's husband and Jur-ge- n
Prochnow as The Boarder.
KS: Well, from the way this Him
is advertised on t.v. I expected it
to be more along the lines of a
jump-ou- t and scare you type of
film. However. I'll agree that the
mystery and suspense aspects
might be enough to frighten some
people. From a religious view-
point, the concept of the film is
frightening, but the scope of
God's wrath isn't quite "big"
enough; if you are going to take
the Bible literally, then why
wouldn't all the rivers turn to
blood instead of just one spot? If
supernatural thrillers with a relig-
ions dimension don't usually give
you chills, then this film will
leave you unimpressed.
ypoint. I wasjjigjsaredatany
Kansas State Collegian.
"Many of the ads in the sup-
plements are full color slick ads
that campus papers can't carry,"
Adams conceded, "but they may be
dividing the national advertising
dollar."
Newsweek On Campus, howev-
er, will stop trying to divide after
its September, 1988, issue, said
Diane Pearson of the Washington
Post, Inc., Newsweek's parent cor-
poration.
She cited increased postal and
paper costs as well as increased
competition as the reasons.
"When Newsweek on Campus
was introduced there were 5 publi-
cations," Pearson explained.
"Now there are 14. It's a very
crowded market."
Newsweek on Campus never
broke even in the 6 years of its
existence, said Pearson, and the
higher costs didn't bode well in
pushing it over the top in the
The Seventh Sign
CROWTHER ;
point during the film and I can't
say that I was worked into any
sort of a frenzy as the earth was
coming to an "end," but I did find
the concept and the story interest-
ing. Most religious suspense
thrillers use the devil to scare you
to death", but this film docs the
opposite. Here God is the one
causing the pain and suffering to
the main characters an interest-
ing plot twist in itself.
KS: I get the feeling that if Demi
Moore and Michael Biehn weren't
in the film, it wouldn't be doing
nearly as well at the box office.
The cast did a good job. and the
film wasn't a total waste, its just
that as I was watching I kept
thinking that it was more suited
for the video market and even
more so for late night Lv.
DC: This is definitely not a film
to ponder upon. At one point
Demi Moore asks a semi-philosophi- cal
question about
whether God is a benevolent and
merciful God. or if God is truly
vengeful. This hint of cerebral-is- m
departs from the film as soon
near future.
So, in .order "to protect the
quality of Newsweek" itself, the
company's directors voted April
11 to close Newsweek On Campus
and a specialized sister publica-
tion called Newsweek On Health.
"We're not giving up on the
college market, though. We'll re-
turn to campus in a special sub-
scription offer to Newsweek,"
Pearson promised.
Newsweek On Campus lasted
longer than most of the college
inserts and supplements, said Jim
Omastiak, publisher of Whittle
Publications, the Knoxville,
Tenn.-base- d firm that puts out
Campus Voice.
The magazines may last 1-- 2
years.' Then they lose interest or
financial backing." Omastiak said.
In February, a Los Angeles
company called Collegiate Net-
work introduced still another in-
sert- - called U. The College
and
Crowther
as it is mentioned, and it is here
that I think this film passes up
the opportunity to be more seri-
ous and thought provoking. It
then becomes suitable for late
night viewing when no mental
output is required.
KS: One thing I did enjoy was
that I didn't know how the film
was going to end. I had no idea,
whether or not Demi Moore could
save the world (although, the film
moved so slow in parts that I
didn't really care if she would). I
was disappointed that nothing
very creative or original was done
to heighten that suspense (the
camerawork was neatly done and
helped in that respect quite a bit,
but it has all been done before).
DC: I guess that neither of us
really recommends this film, at
least not without reservations.
Go see it for the matinee price or
wait til it comes out on videotape;
your money can be much better
spent seeing The Last Emporer.
GRADE: C
Newspaper - - to students
"There are more new
zincs out to serve the college mar-
ket, but their quallity is inconsis-
tent." Omastiak asserted as he
confided Whittle has decided to
change Campus Voice into a wall
poster for the 1988-8- 9 academic
year.
The poster, inserted into plex-
iglass frames in campus buildings,
will carry news items and national
ads.
The company also will contin-
ue producing "Good Stuff," boxes
of product samples - - paid for by
the firms whose products are in-
cluded in the boxes distributed
to the students in their dorms.
It was an advertising world
Newsweek saw as the coming
thing, but one the company didn't
want to enter.
Newsweek "recognized that
other publications offer concert
sponsorship and merchandising.
'Graduating ;
Seniors:..
MAY 6 INDUCTION DINNER
Hopefully you noticed that bright magenta memo regarding the Sen-
ior Induction Dinner on May 6 at 5:00 pnt. This is special dinner
welcoming seniors into the Alumni Association to be enjoyed in the
Lowry Center dining room. A short program will be led by Urban
Stwlies professor George Galster: There w be entertainment provided ?:
for your listening pleasure yet it will' have to be seen, as it is inde-
scribable AM seniors wfll write Ihernselvc a postcard to be sent five'
years from now as encouragement to return for the fifth year reunion.
Immediately following the dinner a Senior Class photo? wjJl be taken-Copi- es
of the photo wilt be made available. Details tt follow.
- You will receive formal invitations for the dinner next week, - Don't
miss the opportunity to gather with your classmates and reminisce
over the past years at Wooster, , , s
:::::;:::-:::-:w::::- ::
This entire grandiose event is brought to you by the good people of
the Student Alumnt Association (SAA).
but we offer a magazine," said
Pearson. That our business."
"It's a . competitive marketplace,"
added Mark Rose, markerting di-
rector for CASS, an Evanston,
111., company that helps national
advertisers place ads in campus
papers and also publishes PLUS
magazine, another of the inserts.
But Rose is optimistic.
"If you deliver a product of in-
terest to students at a cost that al-
lows you to make a profit, the
free enterprise system will take
care of you. We're very bullish
on the campus market with refer-
ence to the media and advertis-
ing."
For Cass, this has been the best
year in 20 in college advertising
placements. Rose anticipated that
next year would set a new record.
Yet college papers, Adams cau-
tioned, will have to fight harder
for their share of that advertising
dollar.
i'J,
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The Grimtings of a Himalayan Yeti
by SAMRAT UPADHYAY
Frankly speaking, I believe that
the Yeti exists, although I have
never seen one.
I come from a country where the
Yeti is said to come out of its hid-
ing once in awhile to scare some
nosey scientist or to stare at the
bemused eyes of a sherpa. I do not
believe in these sighting reports
(I'm convinced that once you saw
the Yeti you would not want to
talk about it), but I do believe
that the Yeti exists.
The reason I believe this is that
I feel I am so much like one in
many ways. I have my apartment
where I frequently hide; I love to
eat with my hands and I get scared
of people who try to measure my
footprints, my calorie-intak- e, my
appropriate weight, my cigarette
consumption, my logical deduc-
tions and the intensity of my
commitments to various world
causes. I don't think that the peo-
ple who try to measure me are
wrong to do so I just get scared
of them; I don't know why. And I
don't think the Yeti knows why
he gets scared of tiny people in
spectacles and beeping meters
scrutinizing his footsteps. He just
knows that he is scared.
Someone might have noticed
that I did not use a "she" to refer
to the Yeti. Why? Is it because I
am a chauvinist pig who doesn't
Douglas From Douglass:
it's too far to walk
by DOUG FOWLER
I can't believe it's happening;
I'm almost a sophomore now..
Seems like yesterday I arrived
amidst the rain at good old
C.O.W.
So in the last column of the year
there's some things we should
talk
about, because time flies,
and it's just too far to walk.
Remember when you first arrived
by car, bus or airplane;
those S.O.C. folks clad in green
splashing through the rain.
We muddled through those first
few weeks
after a summer of fun.
Getting readjusted to college life
or just starting to catch on.
How the weeks flew by
listening to Nadja, Steinem and
Gould.
The seminar was a big success
as the weather cooled.
Woostcr's rain turned to snow,
as a losing team learned to win.
Those men who had been 0-- 9
just woujd pot give .in!. .
believe in feminism? No, I don't
think so; although I love to be a
chauvinistic pig once in a while
and open doors for ladies. I think
the Yeti is a he because one of my
favorite images of the Yeti is this
hairy creature carrying a hollar-
ing, tiny Sherpa woman into his
cave because he just can't wait. I
don't know why I have this image
or why I find it so endearing, but
I do nonetheless.
As to whether I believe in femi-
nism, I do believe in feminism,
although, frankly speaking, I do
not know what the word means. If
someone were to ask mc," Samrat,
what do you understand by femi-
nism?" I would probably fumble
for my cigarettes, nervously light
up on, squint my eyes and utter a
Zen haiku which even I won't
' Oedipus complex and penis-env-y
debating equality
while the Yeti burps.
Or something similarly vague.
But, see, I am really convinced
that the Yeti is a feminist, al-
though I'm sure he doesn't give a
hoot about feminism. I think it
would be extremely embarassing if
A week of finals, then a month
off for the Christmas season.
We saw proud friends and family
but on Christmas it wasn't snow-
ing.
We came back," and did IS,
then did it more and more.
Happily, we took time out
to see winning basketball scores.
Our teams were great in the
NCAC;
we had many champions.
Unfortunately, Wooster held little
joy
when Byner fumbled away the
Browns' season.
When spring break came, every-
one was shocked
by a bunch of snow!
Eager students left, afraid they
might hear
that the airport had been closed.
Seniors started pulling their hair
upon their return to Woo.
For in five days they knew a zil-
lion pages
of IS were due.
someone were to ask the Yeti:
"Hey you, Yeti-ma- n, what do you
understand by feminism?' I have
this absolutely fantastic picture of
the Yeti baring his white, immac-
ulate teeth and gleefully pointing
to the scratches from the rambuc-tiou-s
love making last night.
Anyway, I believe that the Yeti
is a he and well leave it at that. I
don't feel like arguing right now.
Frankly speaking, I have never
liked arguments and discussions
and making a point. Does that
mean that I don't argue? No. In
fact, my friends who are reading
this are probably snorting their
noses away and saying. "Look
who's talking!" I have no excuses
for this apparent contradiction. I
argue, but I hate it just the same.
And I think the Yeti also hates ar-
guments. No, I'm convinced that
he does. Can you imagine the Yeti
having an intellectual discussion
with an intellectual on the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan? I can't.
All I can come up with is this
awesome image of the Yeti pa-
tiently listening to the intellectu-
al's verbal ranting till he has had
enough and then slapping the in-
tellectual twice on the face and of-
fering him a piece of burnt yak
meat.
Now, speaking of yaks, I don't
think that the yak exists, al--
time flies cuz
After that, the first annual
IS celebration march began.
Then, after 40 years, all cried:
IS, therefore I am (celebrating)!
The roller coaster of weather
tumbled on to May.
I hope the weather is good for
you
on commencement day.
Yes, time sure flies by quickly
but it's path we must walk.'
Once we leave, there's no going
back,
but of memories we can talk.
So, walk the path slowly and re-
member 1
to stop and smell the flowers.
Seniors, may you live long and
prosper
and let's all smile through the
showers.
Yes, another term has come and
gone,
soon summer will be here.
Have a great vacation, and 111 see
you
same lime, same place next year.
though I have seen one. (For
those of you uninitiated, the yak
is a Himalayan bovine). In fact, I
have even eaten unbumt yak meat
and it is delicious. But I still
think the yak is a figment of my
imagination. You're probably say-
ing: "What a weirdo! He believes
the Yeti exists without having the
concrete experience of seeing one
and he doesn't believe the yak ex-
ists although he claims to have
eaten one. He must be a heavy
hallucinator and should be put
away."
You might have a point there;
maybe I do need to be locked up
in a mental institution. Frankly
speaking, I kind of like the idea
because then I won't have to ra-
tionalize my hallucinations and
could hallucinate to the hilt of my
brain. Anyway, I won't argue with
you about my mental condition
because I hate arguments. All I
want to say is that I believe that
the yak doesn't exist.
The reason I believe that the
yak doesn't exist is that I can
never identify with it; It eats
grass (I don't eat grass) and it has
a tail to shoo away flies it finds
bothersome ( I don't have a tail
and use a fly. swatter). Moreover,
it doesn't seem to go around ask-
ing deep philosophical, theologi-
cal and spiritual questions like I
Look at the
tongue...
t - The,, happy, -- frUndly
do. I can't identify with that. I
think it would be so frusta ling to
go up to a non-existe- nt yak and
ask him real Nietzschean-like- :
We arc unknown, we knowcrs.
Ourselves to ourselves:
this has its own good reason.
We have never searched for ourselves
how should it come to pass,
that we should find ourselves?
I have this heavy feeling that
the yak would probably just stare
at me and flick its tail to shoo
away another fly. I can't identify "
with that. Now, please don't argue
with me about the validity of my
reasons for not being able to
identify with the yak. Right now I
don't feel like reasoning about my
reasons. Besides, I hate argu-
ments.
Frankly speaking, I don't even
know why you have bothered to
read this far. I really don't know
what I am talking about. I don't
know what I'm talking about most
of the time, anyway.
All I want to say is I believe
that the Yeti exists, although I
have never seen one.
size of that...
'
,ndex
men .ot Rlchardsoa . House.
But DoYoe Still Hase
APaperTbFmish?
Looking for a job can be almost as demanding as
Final Exam Week. So now's a good time to
consider a career with Hills Department Stores.
Hills is a healthy growing chain of 150 discount
department stores spanning a 14-sta- te area from
New York to Alabama and from Illinois to Pennsyl-
vania. Hills is different from most other depart-
ment stores . . . different in the way we run our
stores, and different in the way we look at people.
To us, being a people-oriente- d company is more
than rhetoric. We don't look just for people with
specific majors, we look for performers - people
with potential - and we help develop that
potential. Hills has one of the most thorough and
respected training programs in the industry. Not
simply retail training, but management training.
And in a growing company with a firm policy to
3
promote from within, training pays off for us and
our people. All of our General Managers, along
with our District and Regional Managers were
promoted from within.
Ifyou're interested, put down this paper and
contact Hills. If you qualify, you can expect
relocation. You can expect responsibility and
challenge. Quickly. You can expect a promising
future with a proven success story. And you won't
have to worry about finishing another paper
Send your resume ta
College Relations Department
Hills Personnel Office, Department HW
3010 Green Garden Rd.
Aliquippa, PA 15001
And for more information about a healthy career
with Hills, ask to see our company literature or
video tape in your College Placement Office.
Training Promoting Growing
(fSff j- - nrrA
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Censorship: Campus officials crack down
by MIKE O KEEFFE
Censorship controversies have
arisen at 4 different campuses in
recent weeks, leading some ob-
servers to worry. A January U.S.
Supreme Court decision has moved
some administrators to try to gain
control over student newspapers.
During the past month, officials
at Arizona's Pima Community
College, at Western Kentucky
University, at Texas' San Jacinto
College and at Chapman College
in California have tried to alter
and even halt' student papers and
productions.
"It's hard to pinpoint," said
Mark Goodman of the Student
Press Law Center. "But there is a
change in thinking." There is
"more direct censorship" on cam-
puses.
"They're stonewalling us," said
Barbara Stafford, editor of the Az-
tec Press at Pima Community Col-
lege, of her school's top officials'
efforts to publish more "positive
stories."
In explaining his April 11 deci-
sion to stop a campus literary
magazine from publishing an arti-
cle he didn't like, San Jacinto
College Chancellor Tom Scwell
simply asserted. "I'm the
The assertion echoes the Su-
preme Court's January ruling that
school newspapers run as part of
journalism labs are not protected
by the First Ammcndmcnt.
School officials, the justices
said in what has come to be
known as the "Hazelwood deci-
sion," were "entitled to regulate
the content of for-crcd- it newspa-
pers just as they could regulate
what happened in any other class
YarnExams MayBe Over,
room activity.
Though the court specifically
said its decision applied only to
high school -- - not college pa-
pers, not all campus officials have
recognized the limit.
"Well hear a lot of horror talcs
of censorship in the next few
years," predicted Dr. Louis Inglc-har- t,
author of several student
press guides and journalism pro-
fessor emeritus at Ball Slate Uni-
versity in Indiana.
Just weeks after the ruling, for
example, Edward Wagner chair
of Pima's Board of Governors
suggested campus officials edit the
Aztec Press more closely to pre-
vent "shoddy reporting."
"In view of the recent Supreme
Court decision, we as the board
have the right to edit or not edit,"
Wagner said during a board meet-
ing.
"They want more fluff for the
college," editor Stafford says.
'The more positive news stories
about the college, and less inves-
tigative stuff."
versity President Kern Alexander
proposed replacing the students
who edit WKU's campus newspa-
per and yearbook with faculty
members, and then, perhaps to fit
the Supreme Court's definition of
a "lab newspaper," giving student
reporters academic credit instead
of the small stipend they're now
paid.
Some critics, said WKU Western
Heights advisor Bob Adams, ac-
cused Alexander of trying to mute
the paper's criticism of him by
gaining control over, its content.
Goodman of the Student Press
Law Center thinks that "especially
at 2-yc- ar colleges, administrators
sec Hazelwood as applying to
their context. They want to use it
as justification for censorship."
"Community colleges are more
susceptible to those kinds of pres-
sures," added Mary Hires, a profes-
sor at New Jersey's County Col-
lege of Morris and a Community
College Journalism Association
official.
"Many of the administrators
worked in high schools before,
and they bring a high school
mentality with them. They don't
sec students as adults. Also, in
some states, such as California,
the local school board runs the
community college. They feel
they have the same control at the
college that they do at the high
school."
Inglehart suspects some kinds
of college officials try to muzzle
campus papers for other reasons.
The Supreme Court said the rul-
ing applied only to high schools,
but that doesn't change anything
for people with repressive
April 29, 1988
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such
students will consider pursuing graduate studies in the
pharmaceutical sciences. Students with a minimum GPA
of 3.0 after at least six quarters of university work are
encouraged to apply. For further information and
application forms contact:
THE OSU COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
500 West 1 2th Avenue ,
' Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614)292-226- 6
Deadline for receipt of completed application is
Monday, May 9, 1988.
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Students protest booze bans
(CPS) In the midst of what has
been the most political, confron-
tational spring on U.S. campuses
in years, students at Colorado
Stale University, the universities
of Massachusetts and Oregon, and
Cornell College in Iowa vocifer-
ously protested new crackdowns
on student drinking.
University of Massachusetts - --
who have turned the Amherst cam-
pus into perhaps the most politi-
cally active in the land with big
protests against Central Intclli- -'
gence Agency recruiting, apartheid
and racism in recent months, held
their biggest gathering of the year
April 13 to object to a new ban
on alcohol at outdoor events.
Nearly 1,000 UMass students
rallied, making it the largest dem-
onstration of the year at the cam-
pus, university spokesperson
Jeanne Hopkins said.
Less vehemently, several Colo-
rado Slate fraternity members
complained to the Fort Collins,
Co., city council April 20 that lo-
cal police -- - hoping to prevent
another alcohol-fuele- d riot like
last April's "College Daze" spring
street parly have used excessive
force in hailing student drinking
parlies recently.
Similarly, University of Oregon
officials derailed a beer blowout
April 18 by immediately banning
beer kegs at fraicmity and sorori
SUMMER RESEARCH
POSITIONS
The Ohio State University College of Pharmacy has
several funded undergraduate research positions
available through its Academic Challenge Program.
This program is designed to give qualified
undergraduate students the opportunity to obtain
research experience in the anticipation that
ty parties.
Advance word of a proposed ban
on alcohol, Oregon vice president
for Student Affairs Gerard Moscly
said, prompted some student talk
abot "closing ihc sircct...for one
last big parly," but the event nev-
er gelled.
Campus administrators are try-
ing lo discourage student drinking
in oilier ways, loo.
At the University of --Maine at
Orono, Prof. George Narkowsky
has proposed draining drinking
references from ihc school song,
which encourages singers to "fill
your steins to dear old
Maine.. .drink a toast once again."
Buy 1988
Yearbooks
For Only
$32
Extra Photos
Also Available
in Lowry Center
Saturday
and
Sunday,
April 30
and May 1
during
lunch and
dinner
Campus council
announces 1989
fund allocations
Campus Council has completed its fund allocation for the 1988-8- 9
year. The funds budgeted are annually allocated from the President's
office for student programming. Groups receiving funding are chartered
by council, meet budget guidelines, and have completed written budget
requests.
Honoraria $5 760
Campus Council operations 250
Judicial Board 120
Black Students' Association 7 950
Black Women's Organization 3 310
Environmental Concerns of Students 425
Harambee 3 755
International Students' Association 3 265
Jewish Students' Association 1 425
Newman Catholic Students' Association 790
Publications Voice and Index) 10900
Student Activities Board 36 740
Student Government Association 1 16 170
Women's Resource Center 2534
Wooster Community Action 4 500
Wooster Christian Fellowship 430
Wooster Gospel Choir 1 130
Total $99454
'Sir.
is
Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary
rriraTjrriTnn
Master of DivinityJuris Doctor with
Duquesne University
Master of Arts (Religious Education)
Church Music with Duquesne University
p--T Master of DivinityMaster of Health
mP Administration with University of Pittsburgh
m
Master of DivinityMaster of Business
Administration with University of Pittsburgh
Master of DivinityMaster of Social Work
M I with University of Pittsburgh
Master of DivinityMaster of Library Science
with University of Pittsburgh
Master of DivinityMaster of ScienceE,""1 (Public Management and Policy)
' Carnegie-Mello- n University
For more information contact
Office of Admissions To Free 1-M0-45- 1-4194
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
tit North Highland Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 1520 412-362-5(- 10
IPO Corner: Gale winds her way
by SUSAN GALE
"Christian Atheist" reads the
sign the man is wearing around
his neck. He is standing on a box
at a comer of a park yelling to a
large group of people surrounding
him. This is no normal corner,
however. This is Speaker's Cor-
ner, everythingexcitement, relig-
ion, politics, boxing.
Boxing? Well, I have only seen
that once, when an argument got
out of hand. Some yelling, the
crowd moves and suddenly one
man with a bloody nose is point-
ing at another stating, "That's
him; he's the one who did it!"
The police officers that are always
present at Speaker's Corner lead
the two away to discuss the matter
and the crowd turns back to the
speakers.
Speaker's Comer is a phenome-
non that occurs every Sunday in a
corner of Hyde Park, a large park
in London. Each week there is
anywhere from four to ten or more
speakers standing on all sorts of
contraptions in the place of soap-
boxes. It is a place where freedom
of speech is exercised every week.
Most of the speakers talk on re-
ligion, with politics second in
popularity. There are claims made
that we must be bom again and
one man always insists that we
"must not take his ideas as truths
for they are only concepts."
i
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Well, I do not profess to always
follow or agree with the speakers
but I try to go each week because I
almost always leam something
new.
There are many regulars at
Speaker's Comer both speakers
and members of the audience. The
hecklers are almost professionals
and each week one can sec the
same speakers argue with the same
hecklers. Some of the arguments
are intellectual and sometimes
they are just insults being traded '
back and forth. The insults are
most often based on a person's na-
tionality and there is a fair amount
of America bashing, but other
countries, especially the hotspots
such as Israel, get abused as well.
The atmosphere of the place is
almost festive as the many tour-
ists wander around taking pictures.
A speaker comes to the comer
and, standing on a box, begins
speaking and must fight for listen-
ers. After a speaker gains a
crowd, the people all begin to
join in the argument Many limes
small groups of people form to
discuss the issue. But most of the
time people in the crowd simply
ask the speaker questions and try
to dispute his ideas. (I say his be-
cause 95 of the speakers are
men.) There-- are two ways of talk-
ing to the speaker that I have
i
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seen. One is to raise one's hand
and shout "Mr. Speaker!" and be
acknowledged by the speaker; the
other, a newer method I suspect, is
just to yell out what one has to
say.
There is also a weekly visitor to
Speaker's Comer that eats cigar-
ettes. I am sure that it is all a
show but it is quite amazing or
disgusting, depending on your
frame of mind. First the man
pops the lit cigarette into his
mouth. Then he burps, hits the
back of his head, spits out the
still burning cigarette and contin-
ues to smoke it. He also enjoys
singing Irish songs aloud and do-
ing a trick with his knees that
makes them look like they are at-
tached by a rusty hinge. And if
you ask him the time, he will
check it for you, on the watch he
wears on his ankle.
Overall, Speaker's Comer is an
interesting place with some eccen-
tric people. Just up the road is an
equally fun .place called Madame
Toussaud's Wax Museum which has
some interesting, if less boister-
ous, people.
In fact. Madame Toussaud'r has
few people that speak at all. Even
some of the guards like to stand
very still in the corners until un-
suspecting visitors wander over to
look at them and try to figure out
coupon
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through London
if they are real or not. Then they
move their eyes back and forth
and leave people laughing. I vis-
ited the museum with COW student
Libby Black who was visiting
from France where she is studying,
and we spent so long trying to de-
cide if one particular guard was
real or not that we left the guard
laughing!
The figures are not behind any
kind of barriers, so pictures may
be taken of and with them. Al-
most all walks of life arc repre-
sented; politicians, pop stars,
great writers, criminals, sports
figures, heroes, pirates and much
more. Margaret Thatcher, prime
minister of the United Kingdom,
is there, and even Ron has a spot.
Some of my favorites are the
Beatles, Agatha Christie, and Al-
fred Hitchcock.
My favorite display is in the
center of the first room of figures.
It is a Sleeping Beauty that ap-
pears to breathe. In the display
Sleeping Beauty lies sleeping (of
course) on a four poster bed with a
servant asleep at one end. They
are of one century, and a man and
woman of the next century stand
peering down at them on one side
of the bed. Then we, of the next
Computer theft
continued from page 1
If someone has real intentions to
steal a computer, no chain
works," said Foster. As there are
many students with tools on cam-
pus, it could be a student who
stole the computer. However, it
is obvious that the theft was not
random, but carefully planned be-
forehand.
Legally, it is not possible to
search all student rooms on cam-
pus. However, a warrant can be
issued to search one room if there
is a reasonable suspect. Also
there are a lot of people who have
access to the computer room in
Bissman, as the outside door key
opens the door of the room, and
all Bissman residents have that
key. Moreover, when someone
living in Bissman loses the key,
someone else outside Bissman has
access to the room, too.
Although there are no clues or
suspects at the present time. Se-
curity relies on the fact that some
people who have seen something
about the theft but not realized
what was going on might link it
to the theft after learning about it.
They urge students who saw any-
thing suspicious on Saturday or
Sunday last weekend to report it
to Security immediately.
There were a couple of incidents
last year when computers from
student rooms and Taylor Hall
Computer Center were stolen;
however, this is the first computer
theft that occurcd this year. The
Security warns students about the
century, walk by and watch them
all. It is really a beautiful dis-
play.
- The last part of the museum is
dedicated to horror. There one can
find electric chairs being activat-
ed, people being shot and even
some of the blades that were used
to cut off people's heads. There
are gruesome wax figures of the
heads that were cut off as well. It
is quite a spooky exhibit. I was
distressed to find out that one wax
figure was of a murderer who hid
the bodies in his cupboards and
who used to live quite near to
where I currently live! One of the
wax guards' eyes even moved scar-
ing Libby and I to no end. (At
least I think he was made of wax.)
Overall, even though expensive, "
Madame Toussaud's proved to be
money well spent. The spare ear
or finger that was missing from
some of the older figures was not
a bother and being able to take
pictures made this museum differ-
ent from most of the many others
in London that one can visit.
(Any student interested in studying
abroad should contact the Interna- -,
tional Programs Office in Kauke
Hall.)
fact that all kinds of thefts in-
crease towards the end of the year.
There are no plans to replace
the computer, but the final deci-
sion has not been made yet.
New eds
continued from page 1
Van Cleave is a declared English
; major and women's studies minor. .
His plans include several strate-
gies for increasing involvement
in the Voice. He said. Td like to
see more faculty and student con-
tributions; I'd like to see some
black students on the Voice staff
and I'd like to carefully cover
some of the controversial issues
that make Wooster the kind of in-
stitution it is."
Says Cox, 1 guess it's always
sad to let something go at the end
of the year, but I think the Voice
is in capable hands. I hope some
of the improvements we have
made this year will continue to
help the Voice. I think we've
come a long way and we have all
worked hard to create a respectable
paper."
Grunts Kayman, "Ditto."
In addition to his work with the
Voice, Van Cleave has been active
in the first-ye- ar seminar TA pro-
gram, and he volunteers several
hours a week to the College's nur-
sery school. He says, 1 am ex-
tremely happy to be next year's
editor, yet I am apprehensive of
the responsibilities that the posi-
tion entails."
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Track performs at Miami U,
sends more to Nationals
by STEPHANIE KAZMIERSKI
The 1988 All Ohio Track and
Held Championships were held
this past Saturday at Miami Uni-
versity in Oxford. Ohio. All Ohio
colleges. Divisions I --III, were in-
vited, and the tougher competition
included Ohio State, Miami. Ak-
ron, Toledo, and Malone. The
Lady Scots performed extremely
well, inspite of the viscious
winds. More national qualifiers
were added to Wooster's list for
the upcoming national champion-
ship. The 4x100 meter relay team
of Rhonda Belcher. Univer Bukha-l- a,
Stephanie Kazmierski, and
Colleen McCauley qualified with a
time of 48.9. placing second
among the Division III schools
and fourth overall. Univer Bukha-l- a
qualified in the 100 meter dash
with a time of 1234. placing sec-
ond among the Division III
schools. In addition. Colleen
McCauley posted an excellent
time in the 200 meter dash with
23.44, placing her second in Di-
vision m and qualifying her for
nationals. These performances
boost Wooster's national conten-
tion to six participants in eight
events, and more are expected.
"The races were really affected
that day by the heat and the
wind," according to assistant
coach Dennis Rice. In spite of port the team!!
Women's Softball
moves to club level
by SUE HOLUNGSHEAD
The Lady Scot's Softball team is
no longer a varsity sport because
of the lack of interest in the past
years. Some women are trying to
prove that this is still a vital part
of the college and they formed a
teama club team. If this team
succeeds both in the amount of
participants playing and the quali-
ty play of the team members, in .
the future we may see soflball
back on-- the varsity level.
A club sport is very different
from a one on the varsity level.
Not having a paid coach is one of
the biggest differences. It is very
' difficult to have a succesfull team
if several peers are your coaches.
Second there is the issue of mon-
ey. The Athletic department no
longer can take responsibility for
their needs, so the team must look
that, more excellent performances
were seen in several events.
Stephanie Scierka won the Divi-
sion III 5000 meter run posting a
time of 19:06 while teammate
Linda Stevenson took second in
that event with a time of 19:15.
Katie Keller won the 3000 meter
run overall in a time of 10:09.
"(Katie) ran the woman from Ohio
U. into the ground the last 100
meters." noted Rice. "She ran a
great race." Bukhala also placed
first in Division m. fourth overall
in the long jump with 18 7 12,"
setting a new school record. She
also took first in Division III.
second overall in the triple jump
with 38' 4".
Other fine performances were
turned in by Holly Hal term an in
the 100 meter high hurdles in
15.57. placing her eleventh over-
all. Kristi Bender and Beth Toole
also gave fine efforts in the 5000
meter run.
NOTE THIS ONE: This Satur-
day, April 30, Wooster is hosting
its annual Wooster Track and Field
Invitational. This is the only
home meet of the season, and the
team's last meet before the confer-
ence championships which will be
held at Ohio Wesleyan the follow-
ing weekend. Come out and sup--
elsewhere. Lastly there is the is-
sue of commitment with the mem-
bers. When playing on the varsi-
ty level there is no doubt in any
player's mind that attending prac-
tice is demanded. Sometimes
when playing a club sport this
notion can be lost.
None of these negative aspects
stopped the women on this soft-ba- ll
team. They worked without
a paid coach and were successful.
The true leaders came outCollccn
Banks and Mike Koss worked well
together. They also handled the
money situation by going to sev-
eral organizations to ask for mon-
ey. Women's Athletic Associa-
tion paid for the umpires and the
trasportation and the Student Acti- -
Continued on page 11
With five wins and one loss against Tiffin, Malone, and
Scots go 12-- 1 In the NCAC. This weekend's opponent Is
Scots1 win streak ends,
by PAULJACOBUS
The Fighting Scot baseball team
added five more wins to their vic-
tory column against one loss this
past weekend by soundly defeating
Malone and Tiffin along with tak-
ing three games from North Coast
Athletic Conference powerhouse
Ohio Wesleyan. The successful
weekend stint keeps the Scots
atop the NCAC with a 12-- 1 record
while boosting their overall
record to an impressive 23-- 4.
With over half of the season in
the scoring books, the Scots have
followed through so far with their
pre-seas- on goals and aspirations
for competing for a top spot in
the NCAC.
The Scots entered their Thursday
afternoon game with Malone al-
ready with one victory earlier this
season against their opponents
and they planned on creating the
same result that day. Freshman
pitcher Jason Weiner (Shaker
Heights) made his first start as a
Wooster Scot and gave a very,
strong performance to earn his
first victory of the season. The
power and consistency of the of-
fense prevailed as the Scots out-
lasted their opponents by a lob-sid- ed
score of 11-- 1.
The weekend doubleheader with
'
Ohio Wesleyan prooved to be the
thriller as the Scots went right af-
ter the Bishops in their familiar
aggressive manner and came away
with victories of 14--6 and 3-- 1, re-
spectively. Senior co-capta- in
Mike Hatfield (Cincinnati) took
the mound in the first game and
pitched superbly to raise his
record to a flawless seven wins
and no losses. . Wooster bats
sizzled as the team produced nu-
merous hits including the game
winning hit which was awarded to
sophomore catcher Rob Peterson
(Mansfield).
The second game was much
closer but senior Greg Sagerman
(Olmsted Falls) would not be de-
nied his sixth consecutive victory
of the season as he allowed only
two hits in his fourth complete
game of the year. The defense
stiffened and the offense came
through led by senior first base-
man Mike O'Brien's game winning
hit to assure Sagerman of his hard
fought performance.
Sunday's doubleheader brought
on a slightly different feeling for
Wooster fans as the team received
their first loss in over a month
following eighteen straight victo-
ries. The Scots were doomed from
4 X
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Ohio Wesleyan, the Wooster
- Case Western Reserve.
still 23-- 4
the start as sophomore hurler Mar-
co Daniels (Mesa, Ariz.) was pelt-
ed with seven runs in the game's
first inning. The team fought
back but to no avail as the Bish-
ops managed to hold them off by
a decisive score of 15-- 7.
The Scots came roaring back in --
the second game of the double-head- er
and earned a 5-- 2 victory to
gain the series advantage over the
Bishops. Sophomore pitcher
John Jordan (Wooster) turned in a
fine performance to earn his third
win of the season and was helped
out by senior co-capt- ain Rob
Howerton (Shelby) who came
through with the winning hit.
Tuesday's game with Tiffin
brought a determined opponent
who jumped out to a 6-- 0 lead be-'fa- re
eventually falling to the
Scots by a score of Yl-- T. The
fifth inning proved to be the
game breaker as the Scots scored
twelve runs including a towering
home run by sophomore shortstop
Eric Ou (Coshocton). The team
rounded out the scoring in the fi-
nal inning to preserve the win for
reliever Jim Robertson (Battle
Creek, Mich.)
Continued on page 11
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Women's Lacrosse loses
to Oberlin and Wittenberg
by SUE HOLLINGSHEAD
... t - '
It was a game full of accom-plishme- nu
and Sheila Noonan
waslpmffitrifafefinnuely the --team
could not pull off the win against
2nd in the region Wittenberg.
T-- e Lady Scots lost 8-- 10 in the
1-
-st two minutes of the game.
The goals were to stay consist-an- t,
contest every ball, support
each other, have a strong desire to
win, and most of all to win. In
Noonan's opinion the team ac-
complished every one of these
goals except the last. She was
also proud of the defense in the
second half. They worked well to-
gether and held Wittenberg - to
only four goals. P"
,
Golf has
by EUGENE M. TOY 'V
The Wooster golf team traveled
"
to Meadville, Pa. this past week--
end to participate in the Allegh-
eny Invitational. The weekend
started with a major setback. ....
Sophomore Dave. Sanor (Salem)
suffered deep cut on his ring fin--'
ger that required four stitches to
close. The cut made gripping a
golf club virtually impossible for
Sanor, and playing was an even
tougher task. "It's ' frustrating,"
said Sanor. "I really was starting
Club
Softball
continued from page 10
vites Board paid for their balls.
As for the lack of participation at
practices and away games, this
was kept to a minimum (although
they did lose two games due to
several absences).
The Lady Scots' record was 2-- 2
at the end. They beat Denison
and Ohio Wesleyan. but also lost
to Ohio Wesleyan in a double
header. Both of these schools
have a club team, but they are
coached by a "professional".
Stephanie Porter, one of the
softball organizers, was pleased
with the team's outcome, "We had
about ten women who came with-
out fail and then there were about
seven more who floted in and out.
This is to be expected with any
club sport. I was also impressed
with the fan support we received.
Some of them were out there no
matter what the weather was like.
I think this was a very successful
first year as a club. Hopefully it
will continue. We have a very
talented team and next year I fors-e-e
even better things happening."
This in turn spurred on the of--
fense to score five goals that half.
Noonan was impressed with the
play of newcommer Kathy Docher-t- y
who is taking over for Anne
McArtor. Anne Hanrahan and
Nancy Heard are playing well to-
gether. Nancy Heard seems to be
the scoring dynamo for the team
and Noonan hopes in the next few
games the scoring will be spread
out more evenly. Heard had four
goals in the second half; Maria
Theophilis had three goals; and
Minna Jinn contributed with one
goal.
The Lady Scots then played Ober-
lin on Wednesday. The team had
tough weekend
to play well before this."
With Sanor out, someone had to
pick up the slack. 'That's when
senior Jamie "Bunt" Ross stepped
forward. Ross' fired rounds of 71
and 73, tying for medalist honors.
Ross' got" out of the chute fast
with three birdies in his first nine
holes.
When asked about his victory,
Ross said, "It's okay,
.
I guess; I
really don't know how to identify
with the situation." Ross' fine
Baseball
continued from page 10
Individually, senior co-capta- in
Kevin Howard (Xenia) continued
his hot streak by raising his sea-
son average to All including four
home runs and 32 runs batted in.
Sophomore slugger Matt Hiestand
(.436. 6 HR. 34 RBI) and sopho-
more third baseman Cary McCon-n- el
(.396. 1HR. 30 RBI) have
also helped keep the offense on a
high note. The Scots continue
conference play this coming
weekend with another four game
series at home with the Spartans
from Case Western Reserve.
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the same goals and unfortunately
the result was the same. Wooster
' lost 6-- 10 .' This was an impor-
tant game for the Lady Scots be--'
cause if they had won they would '
have been third in the confrence.
Now there is a chance that they
will be last in the confrence if the
other teams do as expected. We
just have to wait and see.
The Lady Scots' final game is on
Saturday against Kenyon. Kenyon
is second in the conference, but if
the Lady Scots pull together they
can give them a run for their mon- -
ey.
rounds were teamed with a 77-7- 4
' performance by Davis Houck and a
76-7- 8 showing by Dan "Curtis"
Sanor.
Dave Kilfoyle shot 79 and Tom
.
Michaels shot 83 in the final
round, helping the Scots secure
their position on the leader board.
In the twenty-tea- m field, the
Scots were topped only by Divi- -'
sion JJ Slippery Rock, Division I
'
.Youngstown State, and Allegheny,
finishing 1st, 2nd. and 3rd respec-
tively.
A few putts hung on the edge of
the hole for the Scots, which
could have been the difference be-
tween fourth and second place.
Dan Sanor said "I had some unfair
breaks, but mat's golf; it's an un-
fair game."
The Scots' performance should
aid the team greatly in securing a
bid to Nationals. All the golfers
feel their best golf is yet to come.
At the pace which the Scots have
set, they are going to be strong
contenders for the NCAC title and
will be a team that will raise some
' eyebrows.
The Year in sports
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
In the wide world of Wooster
sports, we had another active
year, helped no doubt by the first-ye- ar
class, who participated at an
alarming rate. First off, we won
the All-Spor- ts trophy for 86-8- 7.
In the fall, football, field hockey,
track, volleyball all showed promi-
se.-
.The women cross country
runners' were ranked nationally.
Men's, soccer was ranked third in
the Great Lakes Region. It
opened with a bang as the foot-
ball team beat powerhouse Mount
Union. 17-1- 5. The school got a
new basketball coach by the name
of Steve Moore. Rob Piscetta,
new with the Los Angeles Dod-
gers, returned for winter camp. Af-
ter die Ohio Wesleyan football
game,. Geoff Belz was named
NCAC player of the week. The
cross . country teams, strong
throughout-th- e season, swept the
NCAC championships. CC coach
Craig Penney was named NCAC
Coach of the Year.
.
Football
started fast but ran into problems.
They still finished 5-- 4, and will
have a strong team next year.
Men's soccer failed to fulfill ex-
pectations, but still finshed 11-- 5.
Field Hockey endured a rebuilding
year, though five players were
named to all-confere- nce teams.
Women's soccer finished 8-9- -1.
their best for some time.
In the winter, the men's hoops
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Need a perm? Try us., we feature Redken's BEST
perms! No appointments, just walk in at FIESTA
HAIR FASHIONS, College Hills Plaza 263-918- 5.
For Sale
--
-
Spinet-Conso- le Piano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible party to take over low
monthly payments on spinet piano.
See Locally. Call 800-327-3- 345 Ext. 102
We are the Haircare Professionals!
Try us and you'll see why! FIESTA HAIR
FASHIONS, College Hills Plaza 263-91- 85.
HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS?
Now is your chance to join 91.9 WCWS as a part of the News
Department for the 1988-8- 9 school year. Being a newscaster or editor
is a good way to get started at the station and looks great on any
resume! There are a variety of positions availableboth on and off the
air. If you are interested simply fill out the form below and return it to
WCWS. Doing this will ensure that you receive further information in
the future. Don't forget that no experience is necessary so fill out the
form and send it now!
WCWS NEWS REQUEST FORM
Name: ;
Home Address:
Any related experience:
Send To: News Director
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team had an aupicious beginning,
going 11-- 4, until the conference
season started when they ran into
OWU, Allegheny and Oberlin.
They lost to Kenyon in the NCAC
playoffs, but can look forward to
a great next season. The Wom-
en's basketball team did alright,
but had to face a tough Allegheny
team in the second round of the
conference playoffs. Craig Lom-
bard! and Karl Perm were named
co-captai- ns of next year's football
team. Shilts and Rayraan offended
many with their second annual
baseball picks. The men's and the
women's indoor track teams took
the NCAC championships, and
Univer Bukhala received the field
MVP award. Men's swim team
sent three to nationals, while the
women sent eleven.
In the spring, the nidi's base-
ball "was poised to win the NCAC
championship. And through a
couple of weeks ago they were 18-,-3.
undefeated in the NCAC. and
;arrying a fifteen-gam- e win
streak. The men's tennis team
went through a rebuilding year.
(Women's lax had a good season.
Men's Lax improved over last
year, even though they wouldn't
- let us sit on the hill. Seven for-
mer athletic greats at Woo were
inducted into the Hall of Fame.
Well, that's about it.
(please print clearly):
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COME IN NOW!
You may qualify to buy or lease a Toyota car or
truck, with no down payment at all! Toyota's
unique college financing program makes it easy.
Beginning today, you can enjoy miles and miles
of Toyota style, quality and performance.
If you're a senior in a 4-y- ear college or graduate
degree program, and will graduate within the
next six months, you may qualify for the Toyota
car or truck of your choice. And you have one
year from receipt of your degree to take advan-
tage of this program. Bring a current driver's
license and proof of employment or job offer,
and Toyota's special financing program for col-
lege grads and seniors could be the easiest
& SENIORS,
BUYOR LEASE
A NEW TOYOTA,
NO MONEY DOWN!
Tercel 3-D- oor Deluxe Liftback
course in advanced economics ever offered!
Come in today for a test drive and an orienta-
tion to rK-money-d- own financing.
Lease example: Tercel 2-D- oor Coupe based
on dealer's price of $9688. 60 monthly
payments of $159 totaling $9540. End of
lease option $3549. No further end of lease
liabilities except abnormal wear and tear and
excess mileage.
Get More From Life... Buckle Up!
TOYOTA QUALITY
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!
"No doom payment requmxl provided the amount financed knot mow than the "toyota manufaciuref'saiajacsatd
retail price, and the cost of tadofy watalted optional equipment and Required ttx and Icerae fees.
ProalctkwmhtyreqfutidtKuimTei&htaM) &wjluyiiem to bf wtiiin 120 days ot ban approval date.
C N68 TOjfOtM Motor Saks. USA. Inc.
Rich Shisler
4CCO CtovclsndRocd' Voostcr, Oh!o44C01
Telephone (21Q345-G75-2
